A method of online sensor fusion with spatially and temporally misaligned sensors is considered in this paper. A spatiotemporal registration mode is developed for sensor alignment, and augment the target state vector with spatiotemporal bias. An unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is used to fuse and register these sensors, then the target state estimation as well as the spatial and temporal bias estimation can be obtained simultaneously. Simulations show that the proposed algorithm not only can align these sensors properly with both spatial and temporal bias, but can also obtain accurate fused tracks.
Introduction
In multi-sensor fusion system, sensor registration includes spatial registration and temporal registration. The spatial bias [1] originates from the stationary bias of each sensor and the measurement bias of range and angle, etc. The temporal bias [2] originates from asynchronous measurement instant of each sensor and the time differences among sensors are unknown. The fusion centers employ corresponding scenario to fuse the information of different sensor. Since sensor bias may affects the calculation of correlation matrix and association of tracks if the data is fused without calibration, which may lead to worse tracking results even target missing. Therefore spatiotemporal bias of sensors must be calibrated by related algorithm before fusion.
Various techniques have been proposed for handling the system bias problem in radar registration. In spatial registration, an exact maximum likelihood (ML) registration algorithm [3] utilizes the idea of ML to estimate the sensor bias and target state simultaneously. And a Kalman filtering method exploits the Kalman filter to estimate the target state vector and the bias vector simultaneously, which gets rid of the limitation of high calculation burden, but still suffers from the system bias source. The method of hierarchical neural network [4] trains the network with measurements and attempts to estimate the bias adaptively. Though high precision could be obtained in this way, it still needs massive measurements and time to train the network. In temporal registration, present algorithms mainly aim at solving the asynchronous data rate problem of sensors, and assume that the time epoch of each measurement is actually known. Wherein the least square method fits the multiple sample data of each sensor into the data at a common time epoch to achieve time alignment when the sampling periods of sensors have integral ratio. The method of interpolation and extrapolation takes the period of sensor with lowest data rate as the fusion period, and the measurements of each sensor are interpolated and extrapolated into certain time epoch, thus calibration is finished. Nevertheless the abovementioned algorithms fail to consider the existence of unknown measurement time bias due to the distinct initial measurement instant, thus resulting in the time epoch isn't actually known. Moreover, an effective registration technique that can handle both spatial and temporally bias for fusion systems is still lacking, to the best of our knowledge.
In this paper, a state augmentation based algorithm [5] is proposed to register and fuse multiple sensors. A spatiotemporal registration model is first developed, the sensor bias and target states form an augmented state vector that could be estimated simultaneously by an unscented Kalman filter [6] .
This algorithm can increase the accuracy of fused tracks in contrast to the algorithm only considering one of the bias, thus provide higher practicability and reliability.
Registration Model for Multi-sensor Systems

The Augmentation of State Model
Without loss of generality, registration model with 2 sensors is analyzing in the following, and they share the same data rate. The target motion in the field of view of sensors is generated using a nearly constant velocity (NCV) model defined by
where
is the target state,   F k is the state transition matrix,   k  is the process noise gain matrix, and   v k is the process noise. Then the NCV model are given, respectively, by
Assuming the sensor 1 has unbiased measurement, and sensor 2 obtains measurement with both spatial and temporal bias. In this paper, the situation of constant spatial and temporal bias is Then the augmented state vector is defined as
Since the bias in this paper is assumed to be constant, then the corresponding state transition coefficient between two time epochs has the value 1, thus the augmented state transition matrix is defined as
where b n I is the identity matrix with the dimension equal to the dimension of bias vector   b k . And the augmented process noise vector, its covariance matrix and the augmented state error covariance matrix are defined, respectively, as x b b bb bb P P P P P P P P P P P P P
where the block matrices in the diagonal are auto-covariance of target state and corresponding bias, respectively. And off-diagonal block matrices are corresponding cross-covariance. At this moment, the augmented state model has been formulated.
The Formulation of Measurement Model
Sensor measurements include range and angle information, considering the existence of spatial and temporal bias, the measurement model can thus be defined as 
The Initialization of Filtering
The augmented state vector and its covariance need to be initialized with the measurement before the filtering. According to the measurement function of equation (13) 
where   are range and angle measurement of sensor 1, respectively. Since the time bias, range bias and angle bias all affect the sensor measurement and it's hard to separate them, then the biases are all initialized as zero. Simulation results will show the feasibility of such initialization. As for the augmented state error covariance matrix of equation (8), the initialization of target state error auto-covariance xx P is performed using equation (13-15), that is cos sin sin cos
The auto-covariance of time bias P  is initialized as the square of time bias, P  is initialized as the product of time bias and angle bias. Other components in matrix P is initialized as zero. Now all the initialization is available.
The Simulation Results
The performance of the state augmentation based registration and fusion algorithm for multi-sensor system is evaluated here. In the following, two sensors track the same target and obtain the range and angle measurement, sensor 2 contains both spatial and temporal bias. The initial state of target is defined as   
Using the initialization method of section 2 and the above-mentioned initial parameters to perform the single simulation, the target tracking result and time bias estimation as well as the range and angle bias estimation are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. The Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 show that the bias measurement drifts from the real track, but after the process of UKF, the filtered track almost coincides with the real track. At the same time, the spatiotemporal bias estimation approach the true value of the bias and eventually converge to the latter, which verifies the proposed algorithm in this paper can estimate the target state and the spatiotemporal bias effectively. Monte Carlo simulation is used to calculate the root mean square error (RMSE) of the bias estimation, the results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . According to Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the RMSE of time, range and angle bias converge to steady state as the process of filtering, which demonstrate the statistical validity of the algorithm in bias estimation.
Conclusions
In this paper, a state augmentation based algorithm has been proposed to align and fuse multiple sensors. The augmented state vector consists of the target state and spatiotemporal sensor bias. Based on the augmented measurement and state equations, the UKF method was applied to estimate the spatiotemporal bias and target state simultaneously. The single simulation shows the results of filtered track and the estimation for time, range and angle bias, and the Monte Carlo simulation shows the RMSE for all of the three bias. The results demonstrate that not only can the proposed algorithm calibrate the spatiotemporal sensor bias correctly, but it can also accurately estimate the target state.
